Learn the fundamentals of psychological science along with the key findings in each major branch of the field of psychology this summer, in a completely online UIC course.

**Far more than just readings and lectures, this engaging, highly interactive online course includes:**

- A complete set of video lectures, coordinated with readings and assignments.
- Online experiments, integrated with the readings, that precisely replicate the psychology experiments you’ll be studying.
- Interactive discussions allowing you to exchange opinions about psychological science and complete group projects in collaboration with your classmates.

The course fulfills the UIC General Education requirement “Understanding the Individual and Society.”

Wherever you are, whatever you’re doing this summer, Psychology 100’s online, interactive format is a great way to stay on track with your studies.

**GET AHEAD THIS SUMMER!**

UIC students: Register when you enroll in your fall courses.

Visiting students: Visit summer.uic.edu for enrollment information.